A (q,Az,) + fn(zn) = 0, where {qn} is a positive sequence and j,, is X-valued. We shall give conditions so that for a given I E X, there exists a solution of this equation asymptotically equal to I.
INTRODUCTION
Throughout this paper, N is the set of nonnegative integers, (X, I] . I],) is an arbitrary (real or complex) Banach space, and e,(X) denotes the Banach space of all bounded sequences x = {xcn} in X with norm JJx]J, = ]](zn}l], = supn ]Jz,))~. A sequence x = {xn} E e,(X) is said to be asymptotically constant if there exists z E X such that 11~~ -~(1, -+ 0 as n -+ oo, in which case it is said that x = {x,} is asymptotically equal to x. The closure of a set A is denoted by A, its diameter by diam (A), and its convex hull by co (A). Al so, Bx (x, r) is the closed ball in X with center at x and radius r.
In this paper, we consider the difference equation on (X, (I Q II,),
A (q&4 + f&n) = 0,
where {qn} is a positive sequence and fn is X-valued. We shall give conditions so that for a given x E X, there exists a solution of this equation asymptotically equal to x. Equation (1) comes out as a natural generalization of the equation on the real line, considered by Drozdowicz and Popenda in [l],
A'x, + p, f (xn) = 0.
(2)
In their work, they assumed p, 2 0, f continuous on W, and CT&jpj < 00, together with id + p,,f surjective, to assure that, for each x E R, (2) h as solution asymptotically equal to 2. 
where, among other conditions to ensure the existence of solutions asymptotically constant, we assumed f is a Lipschitz mapping and g is a compact operator, both defined on X. As in [1, 2] , our result will follow from the study of the asymptotic behavior of solutions of a first-order difference equation, which in our case is the following: A% = 2 fi (Xn+j) , (4 j=O with fi X-valued functions defined in X. It is worth mentioning that equation (4) includes a wide range of difference equations, whose main features can be the nonlinearity and nonhomogeneity of the equation. Also, we put special emphasis on the local character of equation (4), for most of the conditions on the functions fi will be restricted to a certain subset of X.
In Theorem 2, we give conditions on fi, so that for a given x E X, equation (4) has a solution asymptotically equal to x. Thereafter, we will see how this result is in fact a generalization of results appearing in [2-91, where treatments of particular cases of equation (4) were given.
The main tool that will be used to achieve our results will be a fixed-point theorem (Theorem 1) derived from the theory of measures of noncompactness. For a good account on this topic, we refer, for instance, to [lO,ll] . Here, we content ourselves with giving a brief exposition of the basics that will be needed in the development of the paper. This is done in Section 2. Then, in Section 3, we will give the result about the first-order difference equation (4), and will conclude with the result about the second-order difference equation (1). Then T has a fixed point in K.
A FIXED-POINT THEOREM
PROOF. It suffices to prove that T is am-condensing.
To show that T is continuous, we start with w E K and E > 0. By (FPTS), there is n1 E N such that diam (TnK) < E for all n > nl. Since To,. . . , Tnl are continuous at w, there is b > 0 such that if I(z -wlj, < 6, z E K, then Therefore, if llz -wll, < 6, z E K, and no matter which n E N, then \ lITa -Tnwllx < E, which shows that T is continuous at w. Observe that this is a finite union and that the diameter of each of the intervening sets appearing in the expression is less than max{a,~~(A)/2}.
So we conclude that am(TA) 5 m={a, ~,(4/2) < a,(A), and with it that T is am-condensing. This completes the proof of the theorem. I
THE RESULTS ON DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS
The main result of this section is presented in the following statement, and it will prepare the way for the study of the second-order difference equation (1).
THEOREM 2. Let X be a Banach space and let x E X be given. Assume that we are given mappings fi: X + X, n, j E N, such that idx + f,!! is surjective for each n E N. Assume also that in a neighborhood B E Bx(x, r) of x, the associated mappings if n I no, T,z =
x -E ii (Gz+j) 7 if n > no. j=O First, we observe that T is well defined by (Fl). Now let us prove that TK c K n {w = {wn} E i,(X) : IIw, -xllx + 0).
Indeed, if z = {zn} E K, then Tnz = x E B for all n 5 no, and if n > no, then, by (5),
< r, X which shows that Tz E K. But also, by (Fl), we see that lhJTnz-xllx =;iiI f&+j) =o. II /I j=O X
Our purpose now is to show that T has a fixed point. For if z = {zn} E K is a fixed point for T, then z = {zn} is asymptotically equal to x because z = Tz E TK. Further, the facts that fz = fz, n E N, f$ = ji +f$i, n, j E N, j 2 1, imply that z = {zn} satisfies the difference equation (4) for n > no; i.e., Setting zn = z,, n > no, it would only remain to give 20, . . . , z,, in order to have a solution of (4) asymptotically equal to z. This is achieved by using that idx + f: is surjective for each n E M, i.e., 2,, is defined so that it satisfies (idx + fi,) ho) = %,+1 -2 f; (%+j) ; j=l similarly, one uses that idx + fi,-r is surjective to define x,,,-1, and so on up to arrive at 50.
The way we will show that T '= (To,Tl., . . . ) has a fixed point in K will be by means of Theorem 1. We already have that TK c K, and that diam(T,K) nT 0, since it follows immediately from (Fl). So it remains to prove that each T, is (a,, ax)-condensing. There is no problem if n 5 no, so we assume that n > no. We start with the continuity. Let w = {wj} E K and E > 0 be given. By (F2), there is jc E N such that With this, the proof of Theorem 2 is complete. I REMARK 3. Going through the proof of the theorem, we observe that if we suppress the condition of idx + f," being surjective in X, then it is still possible to give a sequence {zn} in X, asymptotically equal to x, and a nonnegative integer nc such that for all n 2 no, x,, E B and x,, satisfies equation (4).
As a particular case of this theorem, we may recover the following result, which was proved by the authors in [2, Theorem 2.11, generalizing, therefore, results cited therein. There, the main tool was the Krasnoselskii fixed-point theorem. Now, instead, we just need to observe that if f: X + X is a Lipschitz mapping and g: X + X is a compact operator then, for any bounded set A c X and any scalars X, p, ax ((Xf + ,wP)) I IWP (fbx(4 COROLLARY 1. Let f: X --) X be a Lipschitz mapping and g: X --+ X be a compact operator.
Let {aj,}, {g} be two sets of scalars, and {yn} be a sequence in X. Suppose the following. 
which is asymptotically equal to x.
To prove it, define fz = &f + big + yn, n E N, and fi = uif + bi,g, n,j E N, j 2 1. Then verify that the hypotheses of Theorem 2 are fulfilled with these fi. I REMARK 4. Notice also that we could have assumed just that f is Lipschitz in a neighborhood of x, as well as g compact in that same neighborhood.
Another result that we may recover, at least partially, is the following one given by Trench in [9, Theorem I]. For the settings, we consider the difference equation in X = IK" (K = II&or Cc), Ax, = Anxn + f&n),
where A, are k x k matrices with entries in K. Assume that the co-norm is used for the elements of X = JKk, as well as for the k x k matrices with entries in IK. > Then there is a sequence {x,} in I@ asymptotically equal to z, and a nonnegative integer TZO such that xn E B and x, satisfies (7) for all n 2 no. PROOF. Set fi = A, + fn for n E N, and fi = 0 for the rest. Then ~~ = fi+j = A,+j + fn+j is continuous in Kk, and therefore, is a compact operator in X = lKk for all n, j E N. This tells us that (F3) of Th eorem 2 is automatically fulfilled with Lj, E 0, n, j E N. Observe also that the hypotheses easily imply COROLLARY 3. Assume Fhat X is a Banach space, {fn} is a sequence of mappings from X to X, and {qn} is a sequence of positive real numbers such that, for each n E N, idx + (l/qn) fn is surjective. Assume also that for a certain x E X and a neighborhood B = Bx (x, r), the following conditions are satisfied.
W)
C,"=, &am Vi(B)) c",=, l/qk < 00.
cs2) cj"=, Ilfj(x)llx c',=, l/C& < 00.
(S3) For each n E N, f,, is continuous on B and there exists L, > 0 such that (S3a) ax(fn(A)) 5 Lnax(A), for all A c B.
(S3b) Czo Lj C',=o l/qk < 00.
Then the difference equation (1) has a solution asymptotically equal to x.
PROOF. For n,j E N, define fi = (l/q,) fn+j, and consider the first-order difference equation
Ax, = c f; (~n+~). j=o All this implies that the hypotheses of Theorem 2 are verified. Hence, there exists x = {zcn} E a,(X), solution of (8) asymptotically equal to z. Now it is an easy matter to check that x = {zn} is also a solution of (l), 
